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BEFORE AFTER

My hearse leaves you writing writing
like the spring suctions buds my
faces nod in freon. Before I came you
scribbled here and dribbled after,
lines buzzed across the sky like
falling flies. I called you dank and
heartless, rife with lies; you vacuumed,
but oddly chastened, ringed my time

LOOKING UP

What I lift to sky’s last
blue's my fast blurring eye,
chewed in thought's cankered
mouth or gutter. Or is thinking's
stream no shift, just light that
hankers? From the roof's dark vents
smoke utters, like my dream's
sinking to the astral mothers



CAVALRY

I was so still the ants slept on my
cheek and the lacquers burned in the
yard. They left us wrecked and my
Mother dead, mirrored in the walls
as they shrieked, though regulations
called for silent hackers. Their pants
flapped like vomits in the wind; my
Salvation's due to the nails knocked in

"THE OVERTURNED ELAG"

What center furled like a flag in my

sleep when the sores spread on a

neck? What left in the wake flapping
or limp? The bow moves under water's
swift glass and the sky peaks to a

point like a tent

Throbbing, oil sinks, drool on a cheek

CLOSET

Some horse rounds my back a

wind, links to hats, chain of
hopes or hoarding. Boards
thick against the wall soak rays,
sounds thinking in their fibers.
My chair I stand upon's a flame, my
body's meat. I should cook for me,
but who'll be left to eat?

Books, falling tables, bed of leaves and tires

THE ELAGRANT

fortune waggled his belt at me and the
horses frayed into trees where the
Loopers slept. In my pockets I

felt the leaking, lank mud and coins.
Haggling for boards and the house
steamed, while bulldozers clanked on the
hill. How could I know how deep the
caves; my assets were chilled

Elies, foggy light, chains in branches



SHEETS

Turning the sodden pages for a
look like shirtbacks torn out there
wet from sleepings locked fortunes
steam in the grass where a path
leans my cartoon's past and a cat
seeps in my sleeve I could read
what's blurred but wait I need to
breathe

Coal mines fibrillation dancing screens

ABALONE

That shell stuck swallowed in my
neck my venus, thrilled rigid by the
bone. Could I lasso knees that
way, thighs of dance? I pray your
birth in me, my rising gorge,
folding. But what's the chance you'll
beach on me when my drifting rope's
just spray?

falling lighthouse, curtains, tidal star

COMPENSATION

That window like a shorn bog dried the

glass clean through and the sky

rained sand. No fan funneled
faster than my leap toward you, no

fried cog of pain. Whatever close you

wear my boat falls through and
whatever love displays a forest chars anew

Dumpsters, laceration, armpit, targets

AFTER THE APEX

Ever heavy like lustration lighter
like the phone napping folded in the
hangers belt on my thigh 1

fenestrated but fell in singing
I think

Looser heaven blue with drink



BETS

Severed and lank, thin air, lists of
lovers, furcation, flanking, what I

ought, lien, wet sheen, bought
floods, tanks of surcation, hovered
kisses, lair, sinks in banks, land never

Ears showing like the sores I kept

LORE

Fourteen days you laughed at
me my ears were shoes soaked
or glued I wish you hammered
in the canker zone my
teeth in you like a spoon

What the chain burned




